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6. It is as a consequence of one of the most baffling features of Bourgeois' work that my analysis of this one installation cannot be taken to 'stand for', or represent, the work as a whole, except to the extent that its very complexity is representative of all her other works. Nor can my analysis be considered comprehensive, due to another major feature of her work. The strong impact on the viewer which, I contend, is another major feature if not medium, or at least part and parcel of it, makes my own participation in the construction of the analysis not only inevitable but also necessaryparadoxically -to do it justice.
7. I saw Spider in the Centro Cultural de Belem, Lisbon, in August 1998, and in the Serpentine Gallery, London, in January 1999. These were two widely differing experiences. The impact of the exhibition space and the neighbouring works in a specific show is both important and difficult to analyse. A significant feature of the work seems to involve offering permeability to such contingencies; yet, writing about that aspect puts my readers at a disadvantage. It is precisely that temporal and spatial existence in the world which characterizes the experience of the work that cannot be fixed in writing, or in photography.
On issues of exhibition, see my book Double
Exposures: The Subject of Cultural Analysis (Routledge: New York and London, 1996). A theoretical object with a strong narrative appeal to create 'home-ness': what else can I do but try to understand, on its own terms and by way of thinking about narrative, what this work has to say and do? On its own terms, mind you; and that prior decision, however obvious it appears, is not easy to live up to when narrative comes into play. Narrative is centrifugal; it entices you to spin off, develop strands that move away from the centre of attention, from the work of art, like so many silvery threads that run outward from the spider in her web.
From Benjamin's description of a dialectical image (Sigrid Weigel
When one is confronted with an oeuvre as extensive as Bourgeois', even a study of only her recent work requires rigorous limitation. Over against the predominance of overviews, too often petering out into biographism, I wish to approach her oeuvre through a close engagement with a single work -without in the least claiming to give a comprehensive analysis of even this one work.6 For the duration of this writing, Spider (1997) will be my home.
Having seen Spider in two recent exhibitions, it seems to me eminently suitable to question the predominant mode of discussing art, namely through narratives about it.7 But, although typical of Bourgeois' work, questioning common practice is never a purpose in itself. Perhaps the strength of her art comes from a firm determination to do something with whatever she is critical of. Blowing up those cultural habits that clog down thinking from within, she merrily goes on after a decisive turn, wasting no time in sitting down with negative conclusions. Through Spider, then, narrative as the sloth of artwriting is stopped in its tracks, while at the same time the work simultaneously proposes a conception of visual narrative that counters the reductionism inherent in that common mode of artwriting.
In short, where the Cells seem to defy the notion of narrative, the Spiders appear to impose it. And whereas late recognition of the artist as one of the most significant sculptors of the twentieth century has led to a flurry of arthistorical and, mostly, biographical narratives, her work's resistance to attempts to reduce it to either story disturbs any comprehensive reading of her work and of those surrounding, perhaps obscuring, and at any rate distracting, narratives. In order to understand Spider, then, it seems imperative to understand narrative and its persistent presence in writing about art. For it is from underneath the dust gathered by narrative compulsion that I would like to explore the way this work does not tell a story, but builds one, a different one, but one that, in a multiplicity of ways, matters.
Description shipwrecked
... an image is that in which the has-been comes together in a flash with the Now to form a constellation.
Walter Benjamin8
But first, the point of the question about narrative: why ask this? It seems so much more in line with visual discipline to simply describe the work. So, let me try to do that first. The following description was drawn from my notes of a first viewing. It serves here a number of purposes. First, it will have to make do as a humble supplement to the photographs, together with these proposing a poor substitute for the visual experience that readers of this text can no longer have. This basic lack, inherent in any criticism of Spider that comes after the fact of the visual experience, can only be accepted; but whereas it must be acknowledged beforehand, its theoretical inevitability will come to the fore as I proceed.
Second, the description is also a ground, or perhaps fabric, through which the discussion of the different narrative modes presented below will gain a minimum of relief.9 Third, and more specifically, the very limitations of this description also offer some insight into the functioning of the narrative motor in the present of viewing that I will claim helps understand the kind of 'virtual reality' that, in my interpretation, Bourgeois' Spider, of the Cells series as a theoretical object, 'theorizes', as well as demonstrates through building it. My interventions in the description -indeed, my incapacity to confine myself to description due to narrative's overruling power -can be seen as examples of the way in which the visual machine enforces the subject's participation in the description's own undoing. For these reasons the description below is provisional and itself subject to analysis; hence, its graphic distinction.
At first sight: a round cage, about 4.5 meters in diameter and 5 meters high. Woven steelsturdier than chicken wire -in sections of about 1 meter. Inside is a sitting-room chair, with a fragment of old woven tapestry on it. Correction: at first sight, this structure is dominated by a gigantic bronze spider, looming over it. In order to see the cage and its elements, one has to dare to confront the spider, to approach the cage between her legs. The spider is enormous, dramatically challenging scale and the human body's tendency to be its measure. The legs are thick yet, like a ballerina's, they stand on fine points of needle-sharp 'toes'. The spider's body coincides with the inside, the very centre, of the cell. Due to the legs' height and yet slender shape, it is not easy to determine where I, as a viewer, stand.
To one side of the exterior of the cage a fragment of tapestry is affixed, with antique architecture represented in it. This is quite emphatic: the forms in the woven trompe-l'oeil are strikingly square, representing linear perspective extending to the left. The squareness seems introduced as a counterpoint against which the round form of the Cell agitates.
From the middle of this piece of tapestry a fragmented woman looks at us (Fig. 2) . Her middle body, from chin to legs, is missing a part; the missing part has an S-shape. Her legs are crossed, with one foot extended to the lower right corner of the fragment. Her left arm is extended upwards, to pull a represented fabric through an iron ring mounted on a wooden block in the ceiling, as if she is decorating the room -while she, as a woven figure in a tapestry, is herself a decoration. This decorating activity is foregrounded by another ring, which already has the bow in it that this fabric may be expected to take the shape of in the near future.
Over this piece of fabric the enormous leg of the spider which is nearest to it curves back to the fabric, duplicating in three-dimensional space the S-shape of the missing part of the woman's body. This leg is the only one that goes back to the cage. Of the seven legs, six bend away from it, in a variety of curves. All seven legs are clearly lively, contributing to the counterpoint of the ancient, woven architecture: they embody anti-regularity.
At the height of the spider's 'knee' (really heel), two pieces of bone (emptied of marrow) are inserted next to each other into the spaces between the woven steel threads, just below the upper edge of the lower panel. Bone from the grave, bone from soup-making in the kitchen. Death and life in one. Bone with a hole in it, where the marrow once was; solid matter, and yet just a frame around emptiness (Fig. 3) .
More to the left another fragment of fabric is mounted, facing the chair's back. In this fragment are crowns, an owl flying upwards, curls, a blue sky. To the left at the opening of the door that is ajar, a bit lower than the previous fragment, another showing what might be the back of a church dignitary and bits of other figures. The costume displays a powerful position but the figures have no heads, no faces. The only face is that of the owl (Fig. 4) .
My gaze wavers from these fragments on the outside wall of the cage to inside the cage, where the chair stands so alone (Fig. 5) . The chair in the cage is quite ordinary, like a director's chair; but it is made to look historical, almost like a throne, by the fabric thrown over it. Not really: the historicizing look is theatrical, overtly presented as fake, just a layer. The part hanging down has tassels. Or does it? The tassels are not real, only flat representations of tassels, poking fun at the body whose ambition it is to sit there and direct this multiply fictitious play.
From here to the left, still inside the cage, a tapestry panel leans against the wall. Here we can see a sandalled foot, a calf, lower leg, walking. Some thin grass, flowers (Fig. 6) . The scene is set outside, although inside the cage. It faces inwards, representing the outdoor as inwardly as in a dream. Across from it another fragment mounted on a plant looks back. The lower body of a putto whose smile we can only imagine. He lifts his left leg, displaying the gaping hole between his legs, where scissors have exercised censorship in yet another past. The woven steel of the cage's wall behind the figure unwittingly offers a cross, crossing out what was there and foregrounding the act against the body.
The door, behind the chair, is covered, for about two thirds of its width and from top to bottom, with a tapestry representing a wooded landscape: trees, leaves, plants, birds. It looks idyllic, but at the bottom a swan is turning its head to face a monstrous snake with a gaping mouth. Looking back, the peacefully flying birds seem to be in flight, escaping the primal danger of the millennial snake (Fig. 7) . Since this scene is affixed to the cell's door, which is open, the holes in the fabric seem to facilitate the transmission of this danger, facing outward, to the inside of the cell.
This moment is crucial. The door is ajar; the cell no longer closes off. Threat is no longer just outside the cell. The spider's legs cannot protect: already, the walls are only bars, imprisoning but not protecting; the door is already opened to the outside, to the snake who is looking at me. And then I see the key, hanging there for everyone to grab. Or just to see?
Next to the door on the lower panel is a small bone, not stuck between the bars but hung on a thread to balance inside, against the steel but detached from it. Why hanging? At the dividing line between this panel and the next panel, three small glass cupping jars, upside down as if drying, stand on short pins (Fig. 8) . A bit higher, above the middle of the upper panel, a key hangs inside the cage. A bit to the right of it, still higher up, another bone, a bit larger, sewn to the steel. Here and there I now see more of those small bones.
The panel of fabric stands inside, on the cell's floor, has a bit of tapestry on its outside, a Pompeian still-life with a black background, a bit of architectural trompe-l'oeil. On the left, behind the chair, is a curly architectural decoration, a bird sitting on a ring, with a small fragment on top of it. On the bottom, inside, a small piece mounted on a steel plate. A hole has deliberately been pierced through both fabric and steel. The steel plate is leaning on the ground. On its inside a putto, leaves, and fruit recall the idyllic-yet-threatening outside.
Where the panels meet, inside on a hook is a black rubber body, with a shape similar to the pink one in 'In Respite' exhibited in the same show, in the Serpentine Gallery in London, sharing its space. The black body has big needles stuck into it, brooches, a bunch of medals (Figs 9 and 10).
The spider covers the top of the cell. But once you get used to it, the scale makes the legs turn into columns whose function as protective guards you don't respect any longer. The smallness of some of the objects entices you to come closer, so close that the spider looses its wholeness. The scale changes: the cell becomes a large, almost empty room, the spider's legs outside it recede into a background, behind my back. Don't turn around.
Inside hang chains with perfume bottles, a medal, a watch. Especially the perfume bottle Description, as many specialists of narrative have pointed out, is challenged, dominated, if not ruined, by narrative, whose handmaiden it is. Ever since Homer insisted that Achilles' shield could only be described during its making in Vulcan's foundry, description for its own sake has been an embarrassment to narrative. And even when description was foregrounded as the sole purpose of writing, its bond with the subject that is speaking about, perceiving, or acting upon the described object has been more, rather than less, insistently narrated. It is due to the participation of the viewing subject that any description, therefore, melts into the narration of the process that makes it possible.10 But precisely how does narrative intervene in my attempt at describing Spider?
The first answer is simple and short. true of all works of visual art, but clearly not obviously enough, here the viewer cannot -can simply not at all -see the entire work in one Augenblick. Many aspects of the work enforce a viewing that takes time, imposing an awareness of that temporality. The narrative of viewing rivals the narrative of memory whose presence one senses yet cannot grasp. For the memories here are not narrated; they are just put there, like the found objects they, in fact, are. Memories are found objects that we routinely integrate into narrative frames derived from the cultural stock available to us. Unless, that is, they resist such integration because the place where they are found -the past of the recalling person -does not provide such ground for integration. This would be the case with events so horrific that the one to whom they happen lacks the necessary framework to experience them. This characterizes trauma.2 By presenting memories as found objects, Bourgeois makes them appear as scraps or bits of a past that hover on the undecidable yet profound divide between memory and trauma.
Through the need to experience the temporality of looking, the narratives that turn this Cell into a house also slam the door on the viewer trying to read the stories. Her stories of the past glue to our stories of looking, but remain opaque.
Old bits of narrative stick to the cage's wall. The very surfaces which constitute it -the fragments of tapestry -also constitute visual barriers that make peeking inside the cage an effort, steps taken one by one. The spider which names and claims this work also enforces an approach that precludes simultaneous viewing of its body and the Cell it hides, protects, and is. The tapestries are the walls they also decorate. It is precisely in this double function that they become indexes of architecture. The most common narrative modes can be characterized by the position of anterior stories. In the sharpest formulation, the visual work is then considered an illustration of a narrative that precedes it and to which it is subordinated, its success being measured in terms of adequacy. Under the heading of anteriority, I wish to confront a variety of approaches together, although proponents of these approaches will tend to consider them fundamentally different. But Spider challenges them all under the same heading, under the roof of the spider's eggs. Whether iconography seeks to pinpoint the antecedent story as a source for a perfect match or significant deviation, or whether it construes the antecedent as a sounding board against which the posterior visual work can stand out in its difference, the narrative of anteriority uses the prior text or image as a measuring stick. This is what iconography does to Bourgeois' work: the spiders are metaphors for the artist's mother; the tapestries come from the parents' workshop. Why, then, can we not 'own' those stories, read them off the page so that they replace the mute objects we see?
Regardless of whether this corresponds to the avowed wish of the writer, the major thrust of such anteriority narratives consists of diminishing the studied work's 'originality', in a justified impulse to cast off romantic notions of art. Thus, where Caravaggio or Rembrandt used to be considered geniuses, now they have become craftsmen doing a job for patrons who, it must Anteriority is also the backdrop of historicizing accounts that avoid iconography while remaining committed to a view of the history of art as an ongoing probing of issues of form. The anteriority, here, is entangled with the notion that each artist cannot but be embedded in, or 'framed' by, the art of reasoning that underlies anteriority in each. As has been argued often enough, the relation between facts and works can only be alleged if it is unavowedly based on a deterministic fallacy which fails to account for the logic of framing inherent in such reasonings. Hence, even on the terms of explicit, rational logic, anteriority narratives fail to achieve an account of the work.25
As a consequence, in any deployment of narrative based on such forms of anteriority, one can only face contradiction. To anticipate my conclusion concerning the meaning and impact of Spider as a theoretical object, I submit that Bourgeois' work embodies that contradiction, indicts it, then traverses it, to move beyond it and propose a different kind of narrativity. Iconographically speaking, her work is non-or even anti-figurative. At the same time, it is far from abstract. Wildly figurative in fact, it nevertheless precludes an analysis that relies on figuration. It is as bodily as it is, and as such it is unreadable. In this sense, it militates against iconographic 'reading off the page' or translation according to a dictionary-based mode of reading.26 True, the spider that hovers over the cage in Spider, is indeed a spider, a representation of one. In combination with its realistic shape, its hyperbolic size insists on that. But here the trouble begins, for this hyperbole makes it unreadable again. How do we get beyond tautology? This spider is a spider. It thus marks the futility of figurative, realistic reading. Secondly, the spider's size recalls Freud's witty remark on the unreadability of widely printed letters on a map. This remark was taken up by Lacan -but by Edgar Allen Poe before him -in his analysis of the over-zealous prefect of the Paris police. This good fellow was unable to find a compromising letter because it was not hidden but displayed before his nose, pulling his nose, as it were.27 Spider makes the case for such blindness due to scale, integrating a Freudian with a scientific argument that goes back to Leibnizian mathematics.28
But this integration is itself a good case for the kind of topological reasoning that fills this scientific engagement with baroque thought. It is on this level that Spider challenges the use of anteriority narrative as flawed reasoning. For topology destroys linearity by making embedding, not sequence, a principle of narrative time. Embedding, an enfolding of one thing within another, a body within a body within a house. Each element of Spider comprises both itself and the whole of which it is a part. This is not simply a move away from narrative to architecture, but the invention of an architecture that encompasses the very material out of which it also consists: sculpture, bodiliness, narrative. As a result of subjecting the spider and its cell -and its viewer -to a revision of scale that precludes visibility, and to a figuration of repression -a theorizing, not an acting out of it -what emerges is, precisely, a spider that makes the point that anteriority narratives inhere in it, yet remain out of reach. Thus, Bourgeois the artist 'explains' here why the statements of Bourgeois the person, serious and to-the-point as they are, cannot, must not, stand in for a critical engagement with her work. They are just additional narratives, which change as they travel through time.
This third point is a fourth move away from the representational bias the spider first solicited, paradoxically figured, or configured, in the spider's position in Spider. To put it simply, the huge spider cannot be isolated from the round cell of woven steel. The basket filled with eggs is both her body and her yield. She is not just hovering over the cage, but once we look from inside the cage -which we should, but most often cannot-the ceiling is and is not the relationships, such as, most notoriously, with the Baroque.33 In sculpture after Picasso and Brancusi, such connections break the timeline that informs the ideology of evolution. And once the homogenous timeline of development is broken by such relationships to older art, these, too, become dialogic rather than of influence. As I argued elsewhere,34 it is precisely through Bourgeois' relationship to baroque sculpture that she offers a radically innovative exploration of sculptural narrativity -in dialogue with both modernism and the Baroque. And the form of this exploration is architectural: in three dimensions, a topologically structured spatiality turned paradoxical by flipping of scale; she builds a baroque chapel, but one in which the body is inside and outside at the same time. By the same token, this relationship itself, as a revision of the way we tend to look at art, rethinks historicism and its narrative compulsions.
In addition, then, to such dialogical engagements with past art, or through 
